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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION 
 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC 

All right. Good morning. I'm Lisa Ellis, Bernstein Senior Analyst covering payments and IT services. I'm delighted 

to be joined today by Charlie Scharf, the CEO of Visa. In keeping with the conference theme, the focus of our 

fireside chat today will be on Visa's strategic opportunities and challenges. And as always, questions from the 

audience are welcome. Please write them on the note cards and pass them to an usher at the end of y our row and 

they 'll run them forward to me. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION 
 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
So Charlie, let's start off with some of Visa's strategic global markets. How about China? China recently 

announced that they'll be opening up their domestic market to foreign players, so what are the next steps for Visa 

to participate locally in China? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Sure. Y eah. So, I guess let me just start by talking for a second about just our views on the long-term opportunity 

and the key words there are long-term opportunity for us. So just as a refresher, today we cannot compete in the 

domestic marketplace in China. We have a significant business in China today, but it is either issuing cards or co -

branding cards alongside China UnionPay  for those cards to be used for Chinese travelers outside of China. Great 

business, business is growing extremely well. It's enabled us to build really stron g and deep relationships with a 

very broad number of Chinese banks. 

 

But when people think about China, they think about the opportunity inside the country. The State Council 

announced, I guess it's almost a month ago now, that they will be opening up the domestic marketplace to 

competition. What they  announced was a process that companies could go through both domestic, Chinese 

domestic companies, as well as foreign companies in order to get a license in order to process as we do.  

 

I would describe what they announced as it's certainly – it's a huge step forward, because it does lay out a process, 

but there are a lot of specifics that we don't y et know. We expect to get more details in the June/July -ish 

timeframe. We've been very, very active in having dialog with the Chinese government and other partners there 

about exactly the way they see the market developing, and we very much want to participate in the marketplace. I 

think we'll have the opportunity to participate in the marketplace, but just recognize that what's being laid out is 

the process to compete. 

 

So we would expect there to be more clarity, as I said, June/July. You will then be able to apply for a license. Then 

there will be a period of time to build out the capabilities to satisfy the requirements, some of which we know, 

others of which we don't y et know. And so it seems like the earliest y ou'd be able to participate domestically, if y ou 

were one of the first people to get a license, would be the end of next y ear.  

 

And again, that's all positive, it's all interesting, but there is a long tail here of us building a business in the 

marketplace. There's a lot that we need to do even beyond the application process. We don't have the kind of 

acceptance that UnionPay has today who we have to compete with. And so these are things which, when we think 

about what the opportunity is, we say , listen, it's great that we're going to have access to the marketplace, but we 

need to build our capabilities there over a long period of time and recognize that  that's how we'll get paid, not in 

the short term. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Good. And talk a little bit about China UnionPay , because with the opening of the domestic market it might imply  

that UnionPay  will start to compete more aggressively globally against Visa. How are y ou starting to see them 

outside of China? 
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Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Absolutely. And we have a very – the relationship that we have with UnionPay, it's an interesting one because we 

partner with them in many  of the cards that are issued in China, so those cards can then be used outside of China. 

Every  time I go to China, I meet with the UnionPay  people. We have, I would describe it as, a very good working 

relationship at this point. But they 're also very, very clear, both they as China UnionPay  and the Chinese 

government that they want China UnionPay  to be one of the big significant global Chinese companies.  

 

So as they  built their business within China and they 've used ourselves and th e other networks to build the 

business outside of China, they  continue to build their acceptance capabilities outside of China as well. So whether 

y ou're right over here on Fifth Avenue or Madison Avenue and y ou're walking up the street, you'll likely see in the 

stores UnionPay accepted signs, when couple of y ears ago, y ou didn't. Y ou'll see the same thing in many  other 

places around the world which are significant tourist destinations for the Chinese travelers. And so that's been the 

case, it's growing, and we would expect that to continue to grow. 

 

And then, the question is, well, when do they start issuing cards, which then make them very significant 

competitors for us in markets away  from the Chinese travelers. And that's a different story. It's an ambit ion. The 

places for them where it's most logical to go are places where there are significant Chinese population outside of 

China, because then those cards could be used everywhere within China when they go back and v isit as well.  

 

But that's a very different kind of conversation having with an issuer than y ou have with a merchant. When y ou 

got a merchant, y ou say, you should accept our cards because we're then going to open up this new set of potential 

customers for y ou, which might not be able to come in and use a credit or debit product and, by the way, we're 

going to price it really cheaply for you, that's not a hard thing for merchants to decide to do. For an issuer, it's 

very, very different. 

 

Whether y ou're going to an issuer like Bank of Americ a here in the United States or some in another part of the 

world, there you're saying, don't issue a Visa card with all the capabilities that I know Visa has and that I trust, all 

the security standards, all the things that the consumer likes about the card, but issue a China UnionPay  card 

instead. That's a very, very different kind of conversation and requires a very significant leap for [ph] them to take 

(06:42) because they're entrusting their client's relationship to UnionPay as opposed to Visa. And tha t's 

something which we welcome the competition, but feel very comfortable in our capabilities.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. Well, we can't leave China without asking about Alipay.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
What's the status of y our relationship with Alipay? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
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Alipay  is a – I'm not sure what relationship means. Alipay has built a great  business, effectively building a network 

inside China in the online space. They have clear plans to be in the phy sical space within China and that is what it 

is. And that's competition for any  other network that participates in the local Chinese marketpla ce. 

 

The success that they've had within China has been because they've really built an alternative network over a long 

period of time building these connections with banks within China. And the way  that they've constructed the 

network and the way  the transaction works, they've gotten Chinese consumers comfortable with that. It's very 

different once y ou leave China in terms of, again, what the competition is, what the network business looks like 

and what consumers have access to. 

 

So we have ongoing conversations with Alipay. And it'll be interesting to see how they choose to go about 

benefiting Alibaba in the world outside of China. We can either be competitors or we could enable them, but that's 

to be seen, and it's not completely clear at this point. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. Well, moving around the world, let's go to Europe. You know I have to ask.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
So is there any thing – any  new news to tell us on the status of the Visa Europe Put Option? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
No. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Just very briefly for everyone, I'll try and keep it brief. When Visa merged the entities around the world and 

ultimately went public, we needed the approval of Visa Europe to do that. As part of that negotiation, we wind up 

with something which appears very one – lopsided, because it is, which is they  have a put to us, but we don't have 

a call. We can only  call if they  do terrible things to the brand, which they won't do. It's highly  unlikely that – they  

won't do. 

 

So they  have this put. There's an established mechanism to figure out what the pricing is, but they need an 80% 

vote of their board in order to exercise the put. Getting 80% of any one to do something is a hard thing, let alone 

Europeans. And we would love them to exercise the put. We think it's the right thing for the European banks to get 

access to our broad set of capabilities over a long period of time.  
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We certainly think it's good for us strategically, but we don't control it. And so, we work very, very closely with the 

Visa Europe management team to do everything we can to appear as one to global clients, and give them access to 

our capabilities. We'd rather have a Visa Europe which is very strong, which we help enable, that we ultimately 

pay  more for. because the price we pay is tied to their earnings capacity. than the opposite. But honestly, they need 

to vote and there's not a lot that we could do other than run a great company and say , that's what I want to be a 

part of. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Thank y ou. Before we leave Europe though, can you comment a little bit on the regulatory environment in Europe, 

both how y ou think that market will evolve now that the EU has passed the recent payment regulation; in 

particular, what's going to happen with all the domestic switches? And then may be a little bit more broadly, 

because the antitrust suit against MasterCard has been back in the press, and sort of that component of the 

regulatory environment as well. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. So there's – as y ou described, Lisa, there's a lot of regulatory activity in Europe today. In terms of what it 

ultimately means for networks like ultimately ourselves so we can compete there or for Visa Europe, hard to say in 

terms of how it will play  itself out. I think if we had to say  today, it's probably something like a neutral, maybe a 

slight positive. Although again, I just want to make clear, since we're not there today, we're not the experts in it as 

others who compete there. 

 

There's tremendous opportunities for growth. There's not the widespread acceptance that you see. And as 

acceptance costs come down, driven by this regulation, there's a lot more reason for merchants to want to accept 

our products. There is a lot of opportunity to grow the business, certainly on the credit side, across the markets. 

And also, I want to point out that while it appears that there's significant reductions because y ou just think of the 

20 basis points and 30 basis points, a lot of the markets wer e already priced at a very, very low level. 

 

When y ou've got that kind of pressure on interchange levels, the ability for stand-alone networks to build and 

invest becomes very difficult. And so obviously, the benefits that we have are that we get to build capabilities that 

can be deployed across the world and everyone across the world gets the benefit of that. So I'm sure we'll talk 

about some of the other countries where we compete, but we compete with local switches in many , many places 

around the world. And we don't compete on price, we compete based upon capabilities, and the same thing would 

happen in Europe. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Can y ou comment on antitrust? I think that regulatory angle raised a few ey ebrows now that it ca me back around. 

Has that ever come up in the context of Visa? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
We have – it's public, we've got similar suits that we're engaged in as is Visa Europe and they 'll play  themselves 

out. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Fair enough. All right, let's move around the world to Brazil. Talk a little bit about the strategy in Brazil. I think 

their card penetration is may be around the 20% level compared to over 50% in the U.S. So what does Braz il look 

like? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. So Brazil is an interesting place because it's obviously large, it's volatile, but it's a significant market for us 

today . The market today, as y ou point out, the 20% is volume, payment card volume is on cards today, of which we 

have about a 50% share across all competitors. But more interestingly, I think when y ou just think about that 20% 

is, 60% of the population has cards today. So the opportunity to continue driving the penetration of our products 

is very, very significant, both in driv ing more spend to people who have cards today, as well as enabling people 

that don't have our products today in the marketplace, which is that 40% of the population. 

 

There too we compete with local networks like Elo. It's a competitive marketplace, as we've seen, with the Itaú 

relationship migrating to MasterCard. But again here, we v iew ourselves as having the best products in the 

marketplace. We've got deep and strong relationships. We've comp eted with these smaller networks. And the 

capabilities that we're building, especially in the e -commerce space, do distinguish us certainly versus the local 

networks. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Good. And how about we use India as an example of an even more emerging market, where I think card 

penetration is in the low-single digits at this point, but y et, a domestic network like RuPay  has started to gain 

pretty material traction. So talk a little bit about the dy namic in India.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
India – so it's interesting. I guess I'll start with India is a small market for us today , but when y ou look at growth 

rates, it's growing very, very well. But the issue for us is can we take this relative ly small market that's growing 

very well and figure out how to – working with India to create some step functions not just for us, but for all of the 

electronic payments companies out there. 

 

As y ou point out, 4% or so of the pay ment volume is on our cards; another 8% or so is on other electronic cards. 

So y ou got 88% of what exists in India is in the world of cash and check. And so this is an example where we really 

don't think about the opportunity as us versus RuPay versus a competitor. We think about al l the things that we 

all need to do either individually or working jointly with the Indian government, with the banks in order to drive 

acceptance out there, drive penetration of our products, so we can migrate more towards these products. 

 

Something like 30% of what gets done in e-commerce is done in the rural parts of India today. Our products in e -

commerce are far superior to local networks. And as e -commerce becomes more and more important and the 

rural populations become more and more important, they need products like ours. It's not easy. It's challenging. 

The government does care about RuPay  and we understand that. And so we're – again, that's not a question of us 

or them, it should be how we all do things together and all prosper from it.  
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But there too, I think it's a – y ou got to think about it a little bit like China for very different reasons, it's a 

complicated place to do business. It's not the easiest place to get things done. But over a long period of time, I 

wouldn't say  three to five years, I'd say  well beyond that, it should be a great opportunity for us.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Terrific. Let's just shift gears a little bit to some of the other strategic areas for Visa. One of – y our merchant 

relationships have been a really big focus ever since y ou became CEO. Can y ou just give us a bit of kind of – y ou've 

been in the seat for a couple of y ears, how do y ou feel about the progress you've made with direct-to-merchant 

relationships and what does that strategy look like? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. I feel – so just back up for a second. We were owned by the issuers for our first 45 to 50 years of our 

existence. The benefit that we provide to the world of commerce is we sit between the issuers and their customers 

who use our cards and the acquirers and the merchants. And so in order for us to be as successful as we can 

possibly be, we want the people over here who issue our products and use our products to want to do that and we 

have people on the other side to want to accept our products. 

 

And the reality is, when I got to Visa, is almost all of our effort was dedicated towards working with issuers day in 

and day  out. Our value proposition for merchants was focused on acceptance. It was y ou get access to the entire 

credit line, y ou get access to the entire bank account, y ou don't have to have all this infrastructure, deal with cash 

and check, and that should be a good enough reason for y ou to want to accept our products. 

 

Over a – as countries and companies are emerging, they get that. And we see it in the developing world, where 

people gladly pay what it costs to use our products as well as the developed world here where we see emerging 

companies want to use square and pay the 2.75% price , which is very, very clear to them because they understand 

what the value is. Over a period of time, y ou've got merchants sitting there saying, well, what are y ou doing for me, 

because it appears to be very, very expensive. And the argument of well y ou ge t access to the bank account and 

credit line, that isn't enough any more. 

 

And so we're very, very focused on taking the capabilities that we have and building other capabilities to show up 

at a merchant and say  don't accept us just because it's better than cash and check, accept us because we're actually 

going to help y ou build y our business in a way  which is better than either using cash or using someone else's 

network. That's a huge mind shift change inside Visa. It's a huge organizational change.  

 

So we now have a significant merchant organization inside the company, which is global, where we house all the 

capabilities that we can go to a merchant and have that kind of conversation with them. The capabilities and the 

products that we're building out, y ou're just starting to see come to marketplace. They take a period of time to do 

it, but they  include things like fraud detection tools, where we've rolled out something called Visa Transaction 

Advisors, where we go to gas stations and we provide them risks scoring and that has reduced their fraud by 25%. 

 

We go to merchants and we say , we can do work for y ou to help y ou understand what value you're getting from 

y our digital advertising. And there are plenty of people that will tell y ou what happens in terms of how many  clicks 

y ou get, but there are really v ery few, if any , who could tell you whether it results in something actually turning 

into a sale. We can do that for y ou. We've done things for merchants where we just make their lives easier. An 

example, which I referred to recently is, things like airlines where every time you purchase something from an 

airline, it effectively shows up as an airline ticket. The reality of the number for those that fly  frequently, there are 
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more transactions that are non-airline ticket with airlines today than there are the actual airline ticket or the 

ancillary fees in terms of numbers of transactions.  

 

And so to help the airline understand their own business, we're creating separate product codes. So things like 

that we've never had that kind of conversation where we're talking to them about helping them understand and 

analy ze their business to help them figure out how to grow and whether it's in providing the actual service or 

creating the infrastructure for them in a way  that we would've never had the dialog in the past.  

 

So it's things like that which y ou're starting to see in the marketplace, but I also just think about this – this is a 

long-term build. It took us 20 y ears to get in a position with the merchants where they didn't think that we were 

adding enough value. You just don't stand up and say , we want it, we want to add value, look at these couple of 

examples that we're doing for others. We need to go merchant by merchant and we need to show up and provide 

them that value, ultimately, which is going to help them ultimately sell more, which something like Visa Checkout 

does as well. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Good. And do y ou consider a lot of these services that you were describing kind of part of the account 

management function or do you intend to directly monetize them? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
I think firstly  – first and foremost, the most important thing is to support the price that we have in the 

marketplace. And the things that we're doing, you could say , well, why don't y ou charge for every one of those 

things because you're not doing them today and just think about the conversation I just had especially on the 

merchant side, as we've got merchants that question the value that they're getting from the si ze of the merchant 

discount rate. 

 

And so we do have the ability to provide a lot more value and that is job number one. That doesn't mean that if we 

provide clear, incremental value like Visa Transaction Advisors where we can clearly reduce their fraud that we 

shouldn't share in that in some way , but that's not the reason to do this, and I wouldn't think about these 

capabilities as additional revenue drivers. We make plenty of money doing what we do, as people point out to us 

all the time, both in the public and for the people who we have contracts with and the conversation we want to 

have is, y eah, it's because we're providing all these things for y ou. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. So y ou raised Visa Checkout, so let's transition over to some of the digital initiatives that Visa has under 

way  and we'll start with Visa Checkout. Talk a little bit about how the deployment of Visa Checkout is going.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
It's going extremely well. I just – and I'm sure we'll talk more about our broader digital efforts. So just to put it all 

to perspective, we think about what we have to do is be as successful in the digital world as we've been in the 

phy sical world, both as a defensive mechanism because commerce is moving to digital platforms, either in 

addition to phy sical or in lieu of. And that for us is therefore a place that we have to be. We also know that as 
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commerce moves to digital platforms that provides just incremental opportunity for us to take advantage of 

transactions that would've been cash transactions before.  

 

Visa Checkout is one piece of that. It's not the entire strategy that we have. It is in a browser or in an application -

based solution where you wind up on a checkout page. One of the great things that we've done for y ears and y ears 

has been to provide easy, broad acceptance. That's not been the case in the online world for us. If y ou wanted to 

use our products online, you had to input y our account number and billing addres s and shipping address and CVV 

and expiration date. And as dev ices get smaller and smaller, it gets far more difficult to do. 

 

So the opportunity for us to create something which is easier to use is something that the consumer really wants. 

And if it helps merchants actually get more transactions actually closed when they're put into the shopping cart, 

that's something that they very much want to do. And what we're seeing in terms of the 4 million or so consumers 

that we have signed up and the merchant acceptance that we have is people starting to see that value. But there's a 

lot more for us to do, but the value proposition is becoming extremely clear to them.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
And what are the ty pes of things y ou're doing with issuers or on the merchant side to encourage them to begin 

adopting Visa Checkout? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. I personally on this one would spend more time. We have a debate internally on this, because we're a 

network and y ou need users and y ou need acceptors. So y ou need the issuers as well as y ou need the acquirers and 

the merchants. But ultimately, we really need the merchants to accept our products before we can broadly go tell 

consumers, this is a product that y ou can use in as many  places as y ou want. 

 

Ultimately, what y ou've got to prove to the merchant is, it's good for them. So what we did is we created the 

product. We created a product which is easy  to integrate. We created a product which we think is going to help 

them ultimately sell more. And we just released some statistics which say that when people use Visa Checkout, the 

7 0%, which is about two-thirds more than when people just use traditional means, actually wind up pay ing for a 

transaction once they put things in a cart 22% faster than traditional means and they buy about 7% more.  

 

So we can talk all we want to merchants about co-marketing and these things that we are doing to help them help 

their brand and help build their business, but ultimately what they want to do is, when someone puts something 

in a cart, is they  want it paid for. And to the extent that we can show them that our product does that, there's no 

greater thing that we can do. And so the facts speak for themselves. And by the way, our n umbers are higher than 

what y ou see for all the other competitors out there.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Y ou recently announced that Visa Checkout is now tokenized. How does that change things? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
It's not tokenized y et. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Okay . 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
We are in the process of tokenizing it. It will be tokenized by the end of the summer or so. And  listen, what it does 

is it makes the transactions more safe and secure. And so if y ou have the opportunity to buy something and y ou've 

got a series of way s to do it today, where the account number is moving throughout the ecosystem, y ou're going to 

have less comfort than if it's tokenized. So it certainly creates the opportunity for a perceived better experience for 

the consumer. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
And so more broadly, what are the advantages, in y our view, of Visa Checkout v ersus, say, PayPal or other third-

party  services? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Well, first of all, in terms of the actual user experience will translate to how they compare to all the rest out there. 

And so we can talk about our user experience, why we think it's better than other things that exist out there, which 

we do. When y ou go to a checkout screen, if y ou've been there before, y ou actually don't see a big Visa button. You 

see y our card with the card art and it shows the  issuer's name, as y ou're used to seeing it in y our wallet and it 

shows our brand as well. When y ou think about the light boxes that we use, which means you don't have to leave 

the shopping site to go to another site, which y ou wonder what's going on. What  y ou have is the commerce site is 

still there behind y ou, our light box comes up.  

 

We have all those things that we can certainly talk to why  our experience is better. Ultimately, it's proving itself 

out in the numbers. But the thing that I think is important for us is we're not doing this, we're not building Visa 

Checkout and investing in Visa Checkout because we want to take business from PayPal or anyone else. That's not 

the way  we think about it. 

 

I go back to what I said before, which is commerce is mo ving from the physical point of sale either to the digital 

channel on its own or digital in conjunction with the physical point of sale and merchants want a network to have 

capabilities that can assist them across all those different channels, and that's t he opportunity for us. It's the 

opportunity to take advantage of all that commerce that exists and we think that there's really no reason why 

people should not be using our solution. 

 

Remember, even for a Pay Pal, something like half the transactions are st ill on general purpose cards, which, we're 

like half of those transactions. And so why  would y ou want to use y our Visa card through someone else's wallet? 

And the reason why  is because it's been a better experience than they've been able to do in the past.  That's not the 

case as we sit here today with Visa Checkout and with these other mobile commerce experiences that y ou're 

starting to see. So again, I think a by product of what we're doing is better competition with others out there, but 

it's to take advantage of the digital opportunity. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
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Good. And are we going to start to see Visa differentiating y our offer through Visa Checkout compared to like 

through an alternative third-party service, meaning fee rates or fraud detection services or encryption services? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. I think some of that stuff is to be seen. I think, certainly, the conversation that we have with merchants 

around Visa Checkout is to create a different experience. Whether it is something that's promotional or 

something, again, which drives – which it becomes clear to the merchant that because they did this with us, it 

creates more sales for them. But it's – so, we're doing Visa Checkout because it's so important broadly for us. But 

just in terms of how it play s to the merchant strategy, it becomes a very, very different kind of conversation.  

 

Historically, our conversation with merchants was with the assistant treasurer's office, which was very focused on 

acceptance and acceptance costs. We're talking about building all these other capabilities, but at the same time, we 

now have Visa Checkout. The conversation with Visa Checkout isn't one about acceptance costs. The conversation 

that we have on Visa Checkout is about selling more and it's the proof points that exist in the marketplace, and it's 

marketing ourselves along with them. And so, it's a real proof point in the marketplace around, we want to 

establish this very different kind of relationship with y ou. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Good, all right. Before we move off the merchant-related initiatives and the online-related initiative, I will lay er in 

one from the audience, which is, over time, what are the implications o f both y our merchant initiative and then 

things like Visa Checkout for y our relationship with the merchant acquirers? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
It's a great question. And so, I guess, let's just be really clear, which is we love our business model. We love the 

way  we interact with acquirers around the world and we love the fact that we can leverage the issuing community 

to then have our products pass-through through all of their relationships, right? We have 2.5 billion cards  

outstanding. We're accepted at 36 million-ish physical points of acceptance, plus another 5 million-plus mobile 

points of acceptance. We can't do that on our own. We have 10,000-ish, 10,500 people. That's not what we're 

tooled for. We're tooled to be a B2B franchise that relies on the issuing and the acquiring community. 

 

And so as we've talked about building our merchant efforts, we've done in a way  very, very openly, talking with 

acquirers about what we're doing and why  we're doing it. What we're doing does not intend in any  way , shape or 

form to cut the acquirer out of the economic proposition. In fact, it should just be the opposite. 

 

If y ou sit here and believe that merchants have choices, they're thinking about whether or not they want to drive 

business towards a traditional network like us or do something totally different, things that we could do to add 

value to create the stability of that relationship and ultimately grow it is ultimately good for an acquirer as well. 

And that's the way  acquirers see it broadly. What we have to ensure we do is to continue to have the dialog with 

acquirers so that there's no surprise, they understand what we're doing and why we're doing it.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. One last one on Visa Checkout. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Would y ou consider working with MasterCard, with MasterPass and Visa Checkout together much in the same 

way  y ou did with Apple Pay  to compete more aggressively against Pay Pal and other third-party services? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
I think – listen, we compete with MasterCard as we compete with American Express and UnionPay and others 

around the world. And nothing that we do with them should stand in the way  of competition that either issuers or 

merchant sees. And so we won't do any thing which infringes on that dynamic. That is important to exist in the 

marketplace and that's the reality of who we are. 

 

Where we do work with MasterCard and American Express and the other networks around the world is around on 

standard-setting. And that is what we did not with Apple, but we did it with tokenization, which is just like 

historically when our businesses was set up and when EMV happened, that when we create these ways of doing 

business, we want to create standards so it's easy  for issuers, acquirers and merchants to integrate ourselves as 

well as the other networks that exist out there.  

 

So things that relate to security and things that relate to standards, we want to work with the industry on, but we 

do it because it's easier and good for clients out there. And so to the extent that there was something that was 

standards-based, which the merchant community or the issuer community would both sit there and say , that's a 

good reason to do something, that would be a reason to work together, otherwise, it's about competition.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. Switching gears over to the in-person mobile offering, so Apple Pay , Samsung Pay , et cetera. Why  don't 

y ou give us the latest and greatest rollouts there? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Well, the only  significant rollout to this point, I guess, is Apple Pay , which has been – the way  I think about it, I 

think it's been hugely successful. And I don't personally think about the success based upon the numbers of 

transactions that are going through it today or the number of cards that are registered on Apple dev ices. 

 

The important part about Apple Pay to us is a real proof point in the marketplace for people broadly to say 

everyone's been talking about mobile. People have been talking about mobile as a solution without a problem. And 

all of a sudden, what they  see is an experience that really is better than what they have. And it's – Apple is so good 

at doing that time and time again, and that's what they 've done. And as they've done that, you get the whole world 

thinking about, okay, we now need to think differe ntly about when we want to bring things to marketplace. 

 

Part of their ability to do that was us working with them on tokenization, because Apple Pay  and the other things 

that y ou're going to start to see in the mobile marketplace wouldn't exist without tokenization. So that was an 

important stepping stone to enable what these things are. But the idea that Apple Pay exists is the catalyst for 
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everyone getting products to marketplace, of which y ou're going to see a significant number between now and the 

end of the y ear. 

 

Apple Pay  itself, I think we've got 5 million or 6 million tokens provisioned on Apple phones, something like 70% 

of the transactions or so where the cards are Visa cards today that exist in wallets. And the adoption rate will grow 

over a period of time. There's not a lot NFC acceptance here in the United States today. We knew that. They  knew 

that. But we also know that with EMV coming, merchants across the country are replacing terminals and almost 

all the terminals today come with NFC capabilities. So we would expect to see real usage grow within Apple Pay  at 

the same time that we're starting to see other experiences grow at the same time of which Samsung have said 

they 're one who will be in market. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Good. How v iable – as Apple Pay  has gained a fair bit of momentum and now Samsung Pay  is coming for the 

Android ecosystem, how v iable, in y our v iew, are the retailer -specific applications, MCS generally and then 

specific retailer ones? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
I guess what I would say  is, there are private label products in the marketplace today. We compete alongside them 

and have for many , many y ears. In fact, private label cards existed before our business existed, right? One of the 

big reasons why  we're in the business today is because there were these private label products where the 

merchants managed their own credit and their own processing and they said, hey, that's not our business, let's do 

something else. 

 

The reason why  we're successful is because of the fact that we've got this open loop nature, the fact that we've got 

broad acceptance, because that we have products working with our issuers that consumers want to use. And I was 

thinking – back to when I got into the banking business, the retail banking business at Bank One.  

 

I got to Bank One in 2000, took the retail job in 2002, everyone was talking about getting rid of bank branches 

and Internet banking, and many people tried to – people started closing bank branches back then and the reality 

is consumers didn't want that. Y ou can't tell consumers what they want unless it really is better for them. And so 

we believe that our products are better than all the other closed loop individual store products that ex ist, albeit 

that they 'll all – there's a place for all of them. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. Why  don't we switch over to P2P? Can y ou update us a bit? Again, P2P has been in the press because of 

MasterCard launched their Send offering. So can y ou give us an update on y our initiatives related to P2P? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Sure. I talked about this on our last earnings call. It's just when we think about the opportunities that we have, 

clearly, the world is growing, clearly, there's still a lot of cash that exist in the world in traditional commerce. 

Clearly , as the world develops, products like ours provide great opportunities and as commerce moves to digital 

platforms, again, cash does not work. And so we've got these embedded opportunities in what people think of as 

our traditional product set. 
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A place where we haven't had broad participation up till now has been P2P. The capabilities that we have just in 

terms of our card coverage and the network capabilities that we have make it an obvious place for us to want to do 

business. And so we are working with a series of – I'll describe them, ecosystems that exist out there, the Facebook 

one is public where they've started a pilot, where they're creating P2P capabilities inside Facebook that are 

powered by the traditional networks including ourselves.  

 

And there are series of things that we need to do to continue building out the full suite of capabilities, which are 

basically push capabilities on a real-time basis across all the interoperable networks that exist. So it is a big 

opportunity. We've got, I would say, three quarters of the capabilities built today. And between now and the end of 

the y ear, the rest of the suite will be built out. And just like in the mobile space, y ou'll start to see more P2P 

capabilities that leverage our infrastructure here in the marketplace.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
So one unique aspect to me about the Facebook announcement is that that is, as y ou just said, powered by debit 

essentially. So it's a way  for y ou to use y our debit products for a P2P offering. Is that sort of the strategy? Should 

we expect to see more of that particularly online where it's essentially a debit powered back end? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah, absolutely. I think whether its debit or anything where there is clear store value that exists inside the card, 

again, those products exist, those relationships exist. The issue is today the way they're used is they're used in a 

pull basis consumer to business. And so there's no reason why  the infrastructure that exist and those core cards 

that exist around the world can't be used for a debit-to-debit transfer on a push basis. 

 

And when y ou think about what the Fed is talking about or y ou think about why people would want to do that, you 

can go create a whole separate sy stem or something that doesn't exist in the marketplace to try and do that. Or you 

could to people and say , y ou have your debit card. If y ou – if I want to go pay  Lisa, why  don't I just go send y ou $5 

off my  debit card to y our debit card, it's something that people know and it's something that they trust. So we 

think that we're a likely  place for a significant amount of that transaction business to flow. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
And are y ou... 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Can I just say ... 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Y eah. Go ahead. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
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And the one thing I think we've got to think about – and this is something that you always have to remember with 

what we do for a liv ing, is very often y ou as a consumer don't always see the work that we're doing. So we've got no 

problems being the power that sits behind something which is delivering something directly to a consumer, 

whether it's a bank, whether it's a merchant or whether it's a Facebook of the world. And so we don't need to have 

a product in the marketplace that has a big fancy  Visa brand around it as opposed to what exists in our traditional 

business, which is something which leverages the Visa mark and the Visa infrastructure.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
And are y ou – the most lucrative piece of P2P is ty pically the cross-border P2P. Are y ou – do y ou have a strategy 

around going after that piece of the market? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah, again, I think it's all hinged on the same thing. It's co ntinuing to build out these internal push, real-time 

capabilities that we need to have. And then, obviously, the benefits that we have are transactions that run through 

our ecosystem, run through the banks, runs through all of the controls that banks know how to deal with today. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Talking about P2P is actually not a bad transition into the commercial market. Can y ou talk a little bit about – 

commercial market is one of these where it seems like an enormous opportunity and y et here we are like 40 

minutes in and we still haven't talked about it y et. So why  don't we talk a little bit about commercial?  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. Listen, commercial is – first of all, I should start just by  being clear. Our commercial business is growing at 

higher growth rates than the rest of our business, our consumer business. So we have – we're in the business as 

are the other material networks. It's important and growing. But it's a little like when we talk about India or we 

talk about China, we can say  it's growing, but we also know the opportunity is much, much, much, much larger 

than exists today. 

 

And so the question is, is there a broader opportunity? We think there clearly is. This is one of those where I know 

everyone wants to know exactly what we're thinking about. The moment we start talking about it, we're thinking 

about A, B, C, D, E, F, and we think it's really, really big, well, that just like tells the world what we're doing and  

isn't the smartest thing to do when y ou're running y our business.  

 

But I would say  that the business historically has been focused on T&E and procurement cards and things like 

that, corporate travel and whatnot. And we still have an opportunity to do a be tter job versus our competitors than 

we've done and y ou're starting to see that in those growth rates, but there's a much, much broader set of 

commerce that's occurring that we think could benefit from our network capabilities. 

 

Our products aren't necessarily designed for it today, and that's the work that we're doing. So hopefully, we'll have 

more to talk about as we continue to build the capabilities. But it is one of the big opportunities along with P2P.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
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Y eah. What are the barriers in the commercial market? That's a lot of – a question I get often. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Listen, we don't have – there's got to be a reason for people to want to do it, right? And so while w e've got a lot of 

interconnectivity, the products themselves aren't designed for the size transactions and the ty pes of merchants 

that would be on either side of this. So really , in our mind, it comes to this product design conversation that we 

first have to tackle. And then the question is how do y ou get distribution of those products, because it's not 

necessarily y ou going out and calling on every one of these commercial players.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Got it. I know y ou now hav e interchange categories, for example, for large dollar value commercial payments. Is 

that sort of a first step? Is that how we should think about it, a building block? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
It is. And that's – when I think about product design, that's part of it. Again, the way  we think of it, there's got to 

be – when y ou go talk to commercial parties, y ou have to convince them there's a reason why  doing something 

through our network is better than what they're doing today. And that doesn't really exist on a broad basis today.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. Just taking a step back, we've now talked about, I think, eight or nine or 10 distinct market opportunities 

for Visa, all arguably quite compelling, from geographic to the digital to the commercial as we just were 

mentioning. How would y ou prioritize your strategic initiatives? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
So we talk about these over and over again inside the company. And the things that – we categorize them as we 

talk about building broader and deeper partnerships inside the company, a big part of which is building these 

relationships with merchants that we've talked about. But it's not being a serv ice provide r, it's being a true 

pay ments partner to help everyone who we v iew as our client build their business. We talk about taking advantage 

of the digitization of commerce. So all the things that we're doing in checkout space, tokenization [indiscernible] 

(48:17), those are clearly all things that are directed towards taking advantage of the opportunity. 

 

And it's openly  supported by the security that exists inside the network. And so, it's something that if y ou were to 

say , what's y our biggest risk? We think a lot about the risks that exist. We think a lot about potential 

disintermediation and competitors, things like that. But the biggest risk we have is real security breaches inside of 

our network. People use our products because they trust them. They use our products because they believe they're 

going to work. And so the work that we're doing day  in and day  out to build our own internal capabilities are really 

– are that strategic for us. So they 're part of that list.  

 

Away  from that, we have three others, which are about evolving our own technology infrastructure to support all 

the things we want to do. It's about building the kind of workforce that we need to build in this day  and age to take 

advantage of these interesting opportunities that exist. And it's about continuing to expand access to our products 

and serv ices across the globe. 
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Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. So on the topic of risks, so y ou just mentioned the security risks that are ever-looming. But I do have a 

question from the audience around y ou've survived litigation, regulation and technology risks just in the last few 

y ears. So right now, what are the biggest risks facing Visa I'd say  probably beyond the ever-present security risks? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Y eah. So – again, just to be clear, I would put security – if I put security at the top of the list, I think there's a long 

gap until y ou get to the things which could potentially disintermediate us, which I would put legislation, 

regulation, competition from local networks, competition from UnionPay and the other online service providers 

that exists out there. 

 

But all the things that we talked about up till now are all the reasons why  we think our competitive position 

becomes stronger not weaker. The things that we're doing – any one can build a switch. If we think of what we do 

for a liv ing, we're a network, we're a switch. In this day  and age, that's not the hardest thing to build. It gets harder 

if y ou actually want to have access to 2.5 billion consumers and 35 million to 40 million merchants across the 

world. But that too can be built over a period of time.  

 

But the leg-up we have on everyone in addition to that are the capabilities that we have embedded in the network. 

We're not a dumb network that just switches transactions. It's the analy tics, it's the fraud scoring, it's all the work 

that we do to make that transaction valuable because it runs across the network, which everyone else also has to 

catch up on. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
Right. So y ou did list regulation there first off, so I do want to push on that a little bit because I have a number of 

questions also from the audience around that. Given that sort of empirically if y ou look back to the Durbi n 

Amendment in the U.S., interchange-related regulation really hasn't had any  meaningful effect on y our debit fees, 

y our debit y ield rates. What – but y et, regulation always seems like the sort of ever-looming risk or presence. 

What is it about regulation that y ou feel like actually impacts your business as a risk? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
So I think the biggest fear – y ou're right. People, when they think about regulation, they think about what it's 

going to do directly to our portion of the MDR that we receive. The biggest fear that I have when it comes to 

regulation is that we do things which – we do things, meaning that governments do things or legislators do things, 

which stop the willingness of people that participate in a pay ment system to invest in it. 

 

And so, we're able to build the kind of capabilities that we have because we make money from it. Issuers are 

willing to put money  into payments programs because they make money from it. The moment y ou start saying 

that these things have to be cost based or y ou drop what the potential earning stream is to something that people 

aren't willing to invest in them, that over a period of time endangers us, because we need our cards in the 

marketplace and we want people to use and accept them. 
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And so, ultimately, what we've seen is even as they – as rates had become legislated or regulated, there are still 

things that people could do to drive value in what – because what the pay ment products actually do for them 

inside their businesses. But that's the bigger fear as opposed to just the direct impact on our fee.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
All right. So what gets y ou the most excited when y ou wake up in the morning? 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
Well, I think the most exciting thing for us is just that...  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC Q 
About Visa, by the way . 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director A 
About Visa, y eah. This is a – we really believe this, which is that the opportunities that we have with Visa today are 

bigger than they  were five years ago or bigger than they were when we went public. We alway s like to talk about 

the amount of cash that exist in society today, the number is $11 trillio n or so today and it was $8 trillion a bunch 

of y ears ago, so there's more cash to disintermediate than ever before. But the most exciting thing for us is we have 

more way s to do it. 

 

We didn't have the proliferation of mobile devices, we didn't have comme rce moving in to these digital platforms 

where cash and checks don't work the way  our products work. And so as we think about the opportunity is bigger 

and the tools are even bigger. And so our ability to do things very proactively to impact that given who  we are in 

the size and scope and where we can drive some of these things, that's the exciting part. And so it's exciting as it 

was a couple of y ears ago. It feels more exciting today because of that.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC 

Terrific. Thanks, Charlie. I think we'll leave it there.  
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director 

Terrific. Thank y ou. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Lisa D. Ellis 
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. LLC 

Thank y ou. Thanks, everyone. 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Charles W. Scharf 
Chief Executive Officer & Director 

Thank y ou, everyone. 
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